
It may be easy to list some of Vancouver’s fashion designers, but what about local lingerie designers? Just in time for the influx of 
bachelorette parties this season, I’ve uncovered a few of the city’s hidden gems for undergarment shopping. Don’t forget to find a little 
something for yourself as well!
Created and produced in Vancouver, Third Floor Design is compiled of several underwear brands. Their house brand, Third Floor, 

focuses on comfortable yet classic intimate apparel and loungewear. With styles ranging from fun to elegant, one would be tempted to 
wear a few pieces from Third Floor even outside the house. Love Made Me, another branch of Third Floor Design, is a fashionable line 
of basics that combines feminine fabrics such as lace and silks, with more casual styles, such as boyshorts. Third Floor Designs also have a 
line which caters towards men called Bangers and Mash. Not for the shy, their boxer briefs come in an assortment of bright colours and 
patterns using lightweight fabrics.

For those who are local- and eco-conscious, there’s organic label Kaia and Me. Manufactured in Vancouver and composed of fabrics 
such as bamboo and organic cotton, Kaia and Me also contribute regularly to charitable organizations in the Downtown Eastside. By pick-
ing up something for yourself at their online boutique, you’re also helping children and women in the community.



Looking for something more luxurious? There’s Christine Lingerie 
and Patricia Fieldwalker. Both lines are designed in Vancouver using the 
finest quality of silks, lace and other textiles. A celebrity favourite, Patricia 
Fieldwalker’s designs will be sure to put a spring in your step when worn 
underneath your clothes. And known for their glamorous yet comfortable 
sleepwear, Christine Lingerie will guarantee you remain chic even during 
slumber.

For those feeling adventurous and want to splurge on something 
elaborate, there’s Lace Embrace. A corset atelier featuring designs of owner 
Melanie Talkington, her custom pieces are a favourite of burlesque dancer 
Dita Von Teese and were featured in last year’s movie, “Sucker Punch.” 
When asked how corsets can fit into a woman’s daily life, Talkington said 
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there are a variety of pieces that can be incorporated into an outfit.
“An under bust corset is great because you can wear it under 

your clothing, undetected, or over your clothing like a belt,” said 
Talkington. “You can dress the corset up or down with a variety 
of outfits. I like that each woman can express her own style with 
corsets. There are so many great clothing styles today that you can 
make your own fashion statement using the corset as a stand out 
fashion accessory.”

Whether underwear shopping for basics or for more dramatic 
flourishes, take into consider the talented lingerie designers found 
within our city — you just might find that special piece that makes 
you feel your sexiest.
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